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LHC and CMS
Nominal specs: 7TeV/beam,
L = 1034cm-1s-2
2010 run: ~35pb-1
of 7TeV data

•
•
•
•
•

3.8 T solenoid magnet
Silicon tracker (pixel and strips)
Crystal ECAL σ(E)/E = 3%/√E ⨁ 0.003
Brass/scintillator HCAL σ(E)/E = 100%/√E ⨁ 0.05
Muon chambers σ(p)/p < 10% at 1TeV

JINST3:S08004 (2008)
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Motivation for SUSY
Spacetime symmetry that relates particles of a given
spin to new particles that differ by half spin
➞For every SM particle there is a new SUSY particle
Fermions have bosonic superpartners and vice versa

Theoretically interesting
because it solves the
hierarchy problem and
provides unification of the
forces at the GUT scale

SUSY can also provide a good
DM candidate...which can
manifest itself as MET at a
hadron collider experiment
arlogb@cern.ch
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SSDL channel
Same sign lepton pairs are rare in SM processes
but are common in NP
In addition to the usual MET and jets of
a ‘standard’ SUSY event, we request also
the presence of isolated SSDL

Depending on LSP and chargino mass we would
expect soft lepton pT spectra.
Large values of tanß can produce τ in the final states
Example of SUSY cascade to jets, MET and 2 same sign electrons

This provides a clean analysis with minimal
background however, the signal is also low so care
must be taken with any events passing the selections
arlogb@cern.ch
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Search regions
The analysis is performed in 2 separate regions to cover as
much parameter space as possible

DEF: HT = Scalar sum of jet energy

Leptonic trigger region

Hadronic trigger region

The choice of leptonic trigger
allows for sensitivity to lower HT
regions of the parameter space

The hadronic trigger region allows
access to low lepton PT regions

Events are selected with near
100% efficiency using single
and double e/µ triggers

HT trigger vs HT for 3 data taking periods.
Measured with data taken with µ triggers.
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Object selection
The object requirements are as follows in the
leptonic trigger region and the HT trigger (scalar
sum of jet energy) region

Leptonic trigger:
Electrons and muons (isolated):
•PT>20 GeV and second lepton with
PT>10 GeV

HT trigger:
Electrons and muons (isolated):
•µ PT>5 GeV
•e PT>10 GeV
Taus:
•PT > 15 GeV

Jets / HT / MET (baseline):
•Require njets > 1
•HT > 60 GeV
•MET > 30 GeV (for ee and µµ)
•MET > 20 GeV (for eµ)
(2 search regions):
•MET > 80 GeV
•HT > 200 GeV

Jets / HT / MET:
•Require njets > 1
•HT > 300 GeV (350 GeV in τ channels)
•MET > 30 GeV (50 GeV in τ channels)

(Detailed ID in backup)
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Background Estimations
SM processes leading to SSDL type final states are minimal and
represent a contribution of a few % to the total background

1.
2.

Backgrounds are dominated by:
1 lepton being faked - heavy flavour decay/e from γ
conversion/decays in flight..
Double fake from QCD multijet

Background evaluation methods:
•Hadronic trigger: track fake-fake and prompt-fake events
separately. Use preselection, sidebands and BTag-and-probe
as control regions
•τ channels - tight - loose method
•Leptonic trigger: use tight - loose method (see backup)

arlogb@cern.ch
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Hadronic trigger background evaluation
pre-selection: Apply all analysis
cuts except MET and RelIso
(mainly fake - fake (QCD))
nµµ = Nµµpreselected x εµ2 x εMET = 0.08
nee = Neepreselected x εe2 x εMET = 0.02
neµ = Neµpreselected x εeεµ x εMET = 0.08

s = 7 TeV, L = 35 pb-1

s = 7 TeV, L = 35 pb-1

10-1

10-1

10-2

10-2
Data
QCD (MC)
All SM (MC)

-3

10

Data
QCD (MC)
All SM (MC)
-3

10-1

sideband: Apply all analysis cuts
and require 1 non-iso lepton
(mainly ttbar with non-iso
lepton from b-jet)
BTag and Probe: 1 bjet and 1 lepton
pointing away (dR > 1)
Use this to measure iso efficiency
for leptons from b-jets

1

Efficiency

Efficiency

1

1
Muon Relative Isolation Cut
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Isolation and MET cut efficiencies for SSDL events in QCD
multijet. Inclusion of all SM illustrates that the curve is
unbiased to prompt lepton background

nµµ = (Nµµsideband - Nµµpresel x 2εµ(1-εµ)εMET) x εµ(b) = 0.20
nee = (Neesideband - Neepresel x 2εe(1-εe)εMET) x εe(b) = 0.06
neµ = (Neµsideband - Neµpresel x εe(1-εµ)εMET) x εµ(b) = 0.11
nµe = (Nµesideband - Nµepresel x εµ(1-εe)εMET) x εe(b) = 0.16

Total prompt - fake and fake - fake (signal region): 0.70±0.30
arlogb@cern.ch
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τ channels
In the context of the hadronic trigger search we can
also include τ + lepton channels in the analysis

Background evaluation - use same
method as leptonic trigger analysis

Eff(η,pT)=T(η,pT)/L(η,pT)
FR (η,pT)=Eff/(1-Eff)

1 good lepton + 1 fake

B(i,j)=Σi(Tj,L!Ti) x FRi + Σj(Ti,L!Tj) x FRj
+ Σi,j (L!Ti,L!Tj) x FRi x FRj
+ ΣOS(Ti,Tj) x MCi x MCj

We change the definition of loose
from isolation, to TauID discriminators

2 fake leptons
2 good leptons with charge misidentification

Approximations

ττ

eτ

µτ

Term 1

✗

consider only fake τ

Consider only fake τ

Term 2

✓

✗

✗

Term 3

✗

✗

✗
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MET Cut [GeV]

Muon Relative Isolation Cut

Testing the method

ure 4: Measurements of isolation (left) and � ET (right) cut efficiencies for same-sign dion events from QCD multijet production. Monte Carlo curves demonstrate that measurets are unbiased by the presence of processes with “native” prompt leptons, like tt̄ and W

s=7 TeV , Lint=35 pb-1

s=7 TeV , Lint35pb-1

0.25

0.1

QCD: 0.018 ± 0.001
+0.003

data : 0.029 -0.002

.05
0
0

Events(Normalized)/0.15

Test
the background
BTag-and-probe (MC)
0.2
0.2
t
t
(MC)
evaluation method by relaxing
.15
0.15
the Efficiency(RelIso<0.15)
H
and
MET
cuts
T
tt
: 0.017 ± 0.003
BTag-and-probe (data)

BTag-and-probe (data)
BTag-and-probe (MC)
tt (MC)

Efficiency(RelIso<0.15)
tt
: 0.037 ± 0.012
QCD: 0.028 ± 0.006

0.1

+0.013

data : 0.036 -0.008

0.05

1

2
3
4
5
6
Relative Isolation(Muon)

0
0

1

2 Example
3
4in eτ5 channel
6
Relative Isolation(Electron)

of the normalisation and fake rate
(loosened HT > 50 and no MET cut for both).

ure 5: Isolation variable distributions obtained with the BTag-and-probe method for muons
) and electrons (right). Efficiencies for the RelIso > 0.15 (first bin in the distributions shown)
explicitly quoted.

Channel
ττ
eτ
µτ

Simulation
Only SM BKG
Observed Predicted
0.08±0.03 0.15±0.15
0.35±0.12 0.30±0.11
0.47±0.15 0.49±0.20

Data
Relaxed selection
Observed
Predicted
14
14.0±4.3±2.6
1
0.8±0.4±0.1
2
2.9±0.6 ±0.4

e 1: Validation of Tight-Loose method. The number of observed is compared to the number
The systematic error is evaluated by considering the
redicted events in Monte Carlo (first two columns) and a background dominated control
−1 . The
prediction
when
using
HT > 150toGeV
respect
on (last two
columns).obtained
The Monte
Carlo
is normalized
35 pb(with
first and second
to HT
> 300
GeV)
the and
fakesystematic
rate
r in the number of predicted
events
in data
arefor
statistic
respectively.

τ candidates pass the loose selection but fail the tight selection. In eτ, µτ these events
11
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An extra 10% is added in
quadrature to eτ and µτ to
account for the approximation
used
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32

33

541
ing
irreducible
background from two real same-sign leptons (WZ, ZZ,
interpret these limits in terms of constraints on new physics models,
one needs
to in addition
to at the
most
10%
of the total and is estimated based on theoretical cross-sect
take into account any model dependent theoretical uncertainties,542
including
effect
on crosssections due to uncertainties in the parton density functions.
543
Monte Carlo simulation. Uncertainties on the background prediction includ

Results

tematics added in quadrature. Contributions estimated with Monte Carlo
545
systematic error. Data-driven estimates receive a systematics between 30Summary of Results
546
ous signal regions and channels. The ee, eµ and µµ channels have partiall
Table 2: Data and Monte Carlo yields summarized 547
for allsystematics
analyses.
as described in detail in Section 5.
544
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Search Region
Lepton Trigger
� ET > 80 GeV
MC
BG predicted
observed
HT > 200 GeV
MC
BG predicted
observed
HT Trigger
Low-p T
MC
BG predicted
observed
τ enriched
MC
BG predicted
observed

ee

µµ

eµ

total

95% C.L. UL Yield

0.05
0.23 ± 0.35
0

0.07
0.23 ± 0.26
0

0.23
0.74 ± 0.55
0

0.35
1.2 ± 0.8
0

(7.3 for LM0)

0.04
0.71 ± 0.58
0

0.10
0.01 ± 0.24
0

0.17
0.25 ± 0.27
1

0.32
0.97 ± 0.74
1

(9.6 for LM0)

0.05
0.10 ± 0.07
1
eτ
0.36
0.10 ± 0.10
0

0.16
0.30 ± 0.13
0
µτ
0.47
0.17 ± 0.14
0

0.21
0.40 ± 0.18
0
ττ
0.08
0.02 ± 0.01
0

0.41
0.80 ± 0.31
1
total
0.91
0.29 ± 0.17
0

3

3.1

4.4

(9.1 for LM0)
4.5
95% C.L. UL Yield

2

Events

28

CMS

sqrt(s)=7 TeV !" Ldt=35 pb

-1

observed
bkgd with two fake leptons
bkgd with one fake lepton
opposite-sign leptons and charge mis-identification
same-sign leptons

1

0

(2.0 for LM0)
3.4

Lept Trig
MET>80

Lept Trig
HT>200

HT Trig
leptons

HT Trig
taus

Background composition

Figure 7: Visual summary of background composition for all sear

The results of our searches are summarized in Table 2. The background predictions are given by
the rows ”BG predicted”. Figure 7 summarizes the signal region548
yields
background
comInand
addition
to the
background

BG predicted are results of the prediction methods
estimate from data, we also present a pure
previously discussed.
mate of the background. This is presented in rows marked as ”MC” in Ta
with electrons and muons, this Monte Carlo estimate does not include the
The MC prediction is also shown.
QCD multijet
No evidence for excess over background isfrom
observed
and production due to lack of Monte Carlo statistics.
We see no evidence of an event yield in excess of the background predict
95% CL are set.
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
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556
557

upper limits on the number of observed events using a Baysean method [
on signal strength and lognormal for efficiency and background uncertai
uncertainties on signal efficiency of 16% , 18%, and 30% for the lepton trig
low PT , and HT triggered τ analyses, respectively, as discussed in more
12
To get a sense of the sensitivity of our analysis to a popular SUSY model

2010:
•35pb-1 @ 7TeV of LHC data collected
with CMS - SSDL analysis with 2
trigger strategies across 6 channels
•SUSY analysis done with full 2010
dataset (35pb-1)
•No excess found
•95% CL upper limit

m1/2 (GeV)

Summary and 2011 prospects
500
#$ = LSP

400

•Update trigger strategy for new

1032-33 regime
•Present a new exclusion (or
better..) by the summer conferences
arlogb@cern.ch

NLO Observed Limit

±
LEP2 #
"1

NLO limit (efficiency model)

~±
LEP2 l

~(
q
800)Ge
V

D0 "±1, "02

tan! = 3, A = 0, sign(µ) > 0

g~ (800)GeV

0

~(
q
650)G

300

eV

g~ (650)GeV
~(
q
500)G

eV

200

100
0

For 2011:

CMS, Lint = 35 pb-1, s = 7 TeV

100

200

g~ (500)GeV

300

400

500

m0 (GeV)

Exclusion in the m0 - m1/2 plane. Width of red band

Figure 9: Exclusion contour in the m0 - m1/2 plane for CMSSM as described in the text. C
shows theoretical uncertainty. The effects of using a
paring the width of the red shaded band (theoretical uncertainty) around the blue curve w
simple efficiency model are show in blue.
the difference between solid blue and dashed black curves shows that the imperfections in
simple efficiency model described in the text are small compared to the theoretical uncert
ties.
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BACKUP
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Object selection
The object requirements are as follows in the
leptonic trigger region and the HT trigger region
HT trigger:
Electrons and muons:
•µ PT>5 GeV
•e PT>10 GeV
•RelIso < 0.15

Leptonic trigger:
Electrons and muons:
•PT>20 GeV and second lepton with
PT>10 GeV
•RelIso < 0.1 for PT > 20 GeV
•IsoSum < 2 GeV for PT < 20 GeV

Taus:
•PT > 15 GeV
•PF τ with shrinking cone

Jets / HT / MET (baseline):
•Require njets > 1
•HT > 60 GeV
•MET > 30 GeV (for ee and µµ)
•MET > 20 GeV (for eµ)
(2 search regions):
•MET > 80 GeV
•HT > 200 GeV

Jets / HT / MET:
•Require njets > 1
•HT > 300 GeV (350 GeV in τ channels)
•MET > 30 GeV (50 GeV in τ channels)

(Detailed ID in backup)

arlogb@cern.ch
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Lepton IDs
• VBTF ID 80:
• σiηiη < 0.01 in the barrel and < 0.03 in the endcap.
• dφin < 0.06 in the barrel and < 0.03 in the endcap.
• dηin < 0.004 in the barrel and < 0.007 in the endcap.
• |d0corrected | < 0.02 (taken with respect to the beamspot).
• Hit pattern and conversion rejections:
• Number of missing hits in the inner tracker layers = 0.
• dcot < 0.02 and dist < 0.02 of clostest approach to conversion
partner.
• Charge consistency requirement: CTF, GSF and SuperCluster charges must
all be equal.
• Rel IsolationdR<0.3 < 0.15, where Rel Isolation is defined as:
Rel IsolationdR<0.3 = (trackIso + ecal Iso + hcal Iso )/p T in the endcaps (|η | >
1.56) and as:
Rel IsolationdR<0.3 = (trackIso + max (0., ecal Iso − 1) + hcal Iso )/p T in the
barrel (|η | < 1.44).

•
dR
• Tau identification and selection: shrinking cone PF taus are considered with the following discriminators:
• leadingTrackFinding
• leadingPionCut
• byIsolationUsingLeadingPion
• againstMuon
• againstElectron
• signalChHadrons=1 or signalChHadrons=3
• TauIdByTaNCfrHalfPercent

| |
• Muon identification and selection: both tracker and global muons are considered.
• Global track χ2 /n.d. f < 10.
• Number of valid tracker hits > 10.
• |d0corrected | < 0.02 (taken with repsect to the beamspot).
• Valid stand-alone hits > 0.
• Rel IsolationdR<0.3 < 0.15

arlogb@cern.ch
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Leptonic trigger background evaluation - Tight Loose method
In theory:
1 good lepton + 1 fake

Eff(η,pT)=T(η,pT)/L(η,pT)
FR (η,pT)=Eff/(1-Eff)

B(i,j)=Σi(Tj,L!Ti) x FRi + Σj(Ti,L!Tj) x FRj
+ Σi,j (L!Ti,L!Tj) x FRi x FRj

2 fake leptons

+ ΣOS(Ti,Tj) x MCi x MCj

2 good leptons with charge misidentification

0.5
CMS

TL probability

TL probability

For the leptonic trigger analysis, we take loose to require less iso (RelIso < 0.4)
jet p > 20 GeV
T

0.4

! L dt = 35 pb ,
-1

s = 7 TeV

jet p > 40 GeV
T

jet p > 60 GeV
T

0.3

0.4
CMS

! L dt = 35 pb ,
-1

0.3

jet p > 20 GeV
T

s = 7 TeV

jet p > 40 GeV
T

jet p > 60 GeV
T

0.2
0.2
0.1

0.1
010

15

20

25

30

35
p (GeV)

010

15

20

T

e (left) and µ (right) tight/loose probability from QCD
multijet with different jet requirements
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25

30

35
p (GeV)
T

Hadronic trigger background evaluation

nµµ = Nµµpreselected x εµ2 x εMET = 0.08
nee = Neepreselected x εe2 x εMET = 0.02
neµ = Neµpreselected x εeεµ x εMET = 0.08
sideband: Apply all analysis cuts
and require 1 non-iso lepton
(mainly ttbar with non-iso
lepton from b-jet)
BTag and Probe: 1 bjet and 1 lepton
pointing away (dR > 1)
Use this to measure iso efficiency
for leptons from b-jets

s = 7 TeV, L = 35 pb-1

s = 7 TeV, L = 35 pb-1

10-1

10-1

10-2

10-2
Data
QCD (MC)
All SM (MC)

-3

10

Nµµsideband = 11
Neesideband = 2
Neµsideband = 6
Nµesideband = 5

Data
QCD (MC)
All SM (MC)
-3

10-1

1
Muon Relative Isolation Cut

10

0

20

40

60

80

100

nµµ = (Nµµsideband - Nµµpresel x 2εµ(1-εµ)εMET) x εµ(b) = 0.20
nee = (Neesideband - Neepresel x 2εe(1-εe)εMET) x εe(b) = 0.06
neµ = (Neµsideband - Neµpresel x εe(1-εµ)εMET) x εµ(b) = 0.11
nµe = (Nµesideband - Nµepresel x εµ(1-εe)εMET) x εe(b) = 0.16
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120 140
MET Cut [GeV]

Isolation and MET cut efficiencies for SSDL events in QCD
multijet. Inclusion of all SM illustrates that the curve is
unbiased to prompt lepton background

Total prompt - fake and fake - fake (signal region): 0.70±0.30
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Efficiency

Nµµpreselected = 223
Neepreselected = 6
Neµpreselected = 78

Efficiency

pre-selection: Apply all analysis
cuts except MET and RelIso
(mainly fake - fake (QCD))

1

5.3 Comparison of leptonic and HT triggered analyses with electrons and muons in the final state 11

394
395
396
397

s = 7 TeV, L = 35 pb-1

1

Efficiency

398

Total background estimates including all contributions and their statistical as well as systematic
uncertainties are listed in Table 2. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature for both the individual channels as well as the total. However, the systematic uncertainty
is considered common to within a given lepton flavor, and uncorrelated across lepton flavor.
The uncertainty on the total is thus larger than the uncertainty of the individual channels added
in quadrature.
Relative Isolation Efficiency

393

0.4

0.35

10-1

Muons (d < 0.1 mm)
0

0.3

10

Electrons (d < 0.1 mm)
0

Muons (d > 0.1 mm)
0

0.25

-2

s = 7 TeV, L = 35 pb-1

Electrons (d > 0.1 mm)
0

0.2

0.15

µ only ( ! a)
1

µ and µ ( ! ab)

10-3

1

2

0.05

Prediction of µ and µ (! 2a)
1

-1

10

0.1

2

0
0

1

10

20
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40

50

s=7 TeV , Lint=35 pb-1

0.2

BTag-and-probe (MC)
tt (MC)

0.15
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0.25

BTag-and-probe (data)

0.1

0.05

0.2

s=7 TeV , Lint=35pb-1

BTag-and-probe (data)
BTag-and-probe (MC)
tt (MC)

0.15

Efficiency(RelIso<0.15)
tt
: 0.017 ± 0.003
bb : 0.018 ± 0.001
+0.003

data : 0.029 -0.002

Events(Normalized)/0.15

Events(Normalized)/0.15

E T Cut [GeV]
Relative Isolation Cut
Figure 4: (Left) Demonstration that the lepton isolation efficiencies on the two leptons are
independent of each other, and thus factorize. Only the di-muon sample is shown here. (Right)
Demonstration that the RelIso efficiency is independent of � ET once leptons from W decays are
vetoed via the track impact parameter requirement. For more details, see text.
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0.1

0.05

Efficiency(RelIso<0.15)
tt
: 0.037 ± 0.012
bb : 0.028 ± 0.006
+0.013

data : 0.036 -0.008

303
304
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307
308
309
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311

312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
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432
Lepton isolation efficiencies depend on the hadronic activity in the event, and in some extreme
tt
: 0.037 ± 0.012
433
cases like heavily boosted top quarks, on the event topology. The number of charged particles
QCD: 0.028 ± 0.006
5.4 Electron Charge Mis-measurement
+0.003
434
at generator level after fragmentation and hadronization is a good measure of the first of these
data : 0.029 -0.002
+0.013
data : 0.036 -0.008
435
effects, and has been shown to agree reasonably well between data and Monte Carlo [23].
0.05consists of opposite-sign dileptontwo
A 0.05
second potentially important source of background
events
436
We
find
that the isolation efficiency reduces roughly linearly by 10% for every 15 charged par(e± e∓ or e± µ∓ ) where the sign of the charge of one of the electrons is mismeasured437because
of
ticles with PT > 3 GeV within the detector acceptance. This was studied using Drell-Yan and
0
hard 0bremsstrahlung
in
the
tracker
volume.
438
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
0
1
2
3
4
5 LM06Monte Carlo, and compared with data inside the Z signal region. The linearity was thus
439
shown to be valid within a range of charged multiplicities from about 10-40. The LM0 reference
Relative Isolation(Muon)
Isolation(Electron)
We measure the electron
charge in three different ways. Two ofRelative
the measurements
are
based
440
model
shown in Figure 8 has an average charged multiplicity of ∼ 25 for events that pass our
on the5:reconstructed
trackdistributions
from two separate
tracking
algorithms:
the standard
CMS
track The second effect is difficult to model at generator level, as the isolation efficiency
441
selections.
Figure
Isolation variable
obtained
with the
BTag-and-probe
method
for
muons
442
may
vary easily by an order of magnitude or more in extreme cases.
reconstruction
algorithm
the so-called
GSF
algorithm[20],
the measurement
(left)
and electrons
(right). and
Efficiencies
for the
RelIso
> 0.15 (firstoptimized
bin in thefor
distributions
shown)

tt
: 0.017 ± 0.003
QCD: 0.018 ± 0.001

0.1

0.1

of explicitly
electron tracks
that radiate in the tracker material. The third measurement is based on the 1
are
quoted.
relative position of the calorimeter cluster and the projection to the calorimeter of a line segment0.9
Simulation
built out of hits in the pixel detector.
To reduce the effect of Data
charge mismeasurements, we0.8
Only
SM
BKG
Relaxed
selection
require agreement between the three measurements.
0.7
Channel Observed Predicted Observed
Predicted
0.6
4 "10
ττ
0.08±0.03 0.15±0.15
14
14.0±4.3±2.6
0.5
CMS, s = 7 TeV, L dt = 35 pb
# 0.35±0.12 0.30±0.11
3.5
eτ
1
0.8
±
0.4
±
0.1
3
0.4
7 TeV data
µτ
0.47±0.15 0.49±0.20
2
2.9±0.6 ±0.4
3
0.3

Efficiency

302

Extra figures

Efficiency

301

Events(Normalized)/0.15

300

-3
-3
and
in the signal region for Monte Carlo
417 observaThe kinematical requirements described in Section 4 are the first key ingredients of such stud10 prediction
10 simulation. Second, we compare
-1
0
20
40
60
80
100 120 140
10
1
418
ies. Then the HT variable can be approximated by defining it as the scalar sum of the PT of
tion and prediction in
data after relaxing the HT cut from 350 GeV to 150 GeV,MET
and
Cutremoving
[GeV]
Muon Relative Isolation Cut
419
all final state quarks (u,d,c,s, and b) and gluons in the hard scattering process. The � ET can be
the � E cut. In this kinematic region no contribution from new physics is expected, thus
servFigureT4: Measurements of isolation (left) and � ET (right) cut efficiencies for same-sign
420
defineddias the magnitude of the vector sum PT of all non-interacting particles, e.g., neutrinos
ing as a background dominated control region. Table 1 presents both of these validations
of
the
421 measureand LSPs. The average detector responses for HT and � ET as defined above are 0.94 ± 0.05 and
lepton events from QCD multijet production. Monte Carlo curves demonstrate that
background estimation technique. We find good agreement between observed and422predicted
± 0.05 respectively, where the uncertainties are from the jet energy scale uncertainty. The
ments are unbiased by the presence of processes with “native” prompt leptons, like
t0.95
t̄ and
W
423
resolution
on these two quantities differs for the different selections. In addition, � ET resolution
in all channels, in data and in the simulation.
jets.
424
depends on the total hadronic activity in the event [22]. Typical resolutions for � ET ≈ 80 GeV
The largest source of systematic error in the prediction of background events, 18.3%,
and
425 8.4%
and H
T ≈ 200 GeV are 25% and 30% respectively. For HT of 300-350GeV the HT resolution
-1
-1
426
reduces
s=7 TeV , Lint=35
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Figure 8: Electron, muon (left) and τ selection efficiencies as a function of PT .
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To show the level of precision obtainable based on such a simple model, Figure 9 compares the
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Figure 6: (Left) The probability to mismeasure the electron charge as a function of η in the PT
range 10−100 GeV, as obtained from Monte Carlo simulation. (Right) Same-sign ee invariant
mass distribution in data compared with Z → ee Monte Carlo expectations.
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After this requirement, the probability of mismeasuring the charge of an electron in Monte
Carlo is at the level of a few per mille in the |η | > 1 region where the amount
20 of material is
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Dominant ttbar background

Others:
Electron charge flip
WZ/ZZ/Wgamma… from MC
= ~10% of total background for leptonic channels
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Groups and status
Multiple groups have
contributed to this analysis:

Lepton triggered
AN 2010/247,257

HT triggered ee,
µµ, eµ. AN
2010/372,378,379
Independent cross
check of ee, µµ,
eµ. AN 2010/375

HT triggered
hadronic τ. AN
2010/168,300
Combined in PAS SUS-10-004
and approved.
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